Abstract-A popular solution to dealing with large-scale social networks is to derive a representative sample from a social network. This sample is expected to represent the original social network well such that the sampled network can be used for simulations and analysis. In this paper, we propose a new social network sampling algorithm based on the Temperature Conduction model. Our sampling approach is able to effectively maintain the topological similarity between the sampled network and its original network. We have evaluated our algorithm on several wellknown data sets. The experimental results show that our algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Social networks, such as twitter, micro-blog, MSN, Facebook, co-citation relation, credit network, etc., appear everywhere in our modern lives. The modern science of networks has brought significant advances in our understanding of complex systems [1] . In research, social networks are usually represented by different types of graphs. Vertices represent entities, and edges represent interactions between pairs of entities. Some graph mining techniques, such as graph visualization techniques, graph structure analyzing techniques, etc., are then employed to assist social networks analysis. However, given a large graph with millions of vertices, it is very difficult to use typical graph mining approaches to handle the entire graph directly. An essential issue is to find certain methods to accelerate the graph mining process. A popular solution is to accomplish a sub-graph, which can represent the original graph effectively such that we are able to use this sub-graph for simulations and analysis. The accomplishment of a sub-graph relies on a graph sampling process. This process aims at selecting a set of vertices and edges in a way that the resulting sub-graph obeys some general characteristics of the original graph. In this paper, we focus on developing new methods in the context of graph sampling techniques.
Sampling in a large-scale graph usually encounters three questions [4] . What is a good sampling method? What is a good sample size? How do we measure the goodness of a single sample as well as the goodness of a whole sampling method? At present, the state-of-the-art sampling algorithms include: Random Node (RN) sampling, Random PageRank Node (RPN) sampling, Random Degree Node (RDN) sampling, Random Edge (RE) sampling, Random Walk (RW) sampling, Random Jump (RJ) sampling, Forest Fire (FF) sampling [2] , and other sampling strategies, which will be briefly introduced in section II. In these algorithms, sample size is usually predefined by users so that they can get their expected sampled graphs. In a sampling process, maintaining similar properties between a sampled graph and its original graph is essential, because we can study the sampled graph, instead of its original graph, only when a sampled graph represents its original graph effectively. Another important issue is to evaluate whether a sampled graph and its original graph have similar properties. Likewise, the existing techniques that measure the between-graph similarity will be introduced in section II.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the related works. Section III describes the proposed Temperature Conduction sampling algorithm. The experiment process and the results are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
Currently, there have been several state-of-the-art graph sampling algorithms. Conceptually, we can split these existing algorithms into three groups [4] : methods based on randomly selecting vertices, methods relying on randomly selecting edges, and exploration techniques that simulate random walks or virus propagation to find a representative sample of the vertices.
As a typical approach based on randomly selecting vertices, Random Node sampling (RN) algorithm starts by selecting a set of vertices randomly, and then a sampled graph is induced by the selected vertices. The process of Random PageRank Node sampling (RPN) lies in setting the probability of a vertex, which is selected into the sampled graph, to be proportional to its PageRank weight. The idea of Random Degree Node sampling (RDN) is that the probability of a vertex being selected is proportional to its degree.
Similarly to RN sampling, one can also select edges randomly. This process is called Random Edge (RE) sampling. We present three methods based on exploration techniques. Random Walk (RW) sampling starts at randomly picking a vertex, and then it simulates a random walk on the original graph. Random Jump (RJ) sampling is very similar to RW sampling. The only difference is that, under RJ sampling, we randomly jump to any vertex in a graph with probability c = 0.15. Forest Fire (FF) sampling [2] is a recursive process. First, randomly pick a seed vertex, and begin "burning" outgoing links and the corresponding vertex. If a link gets burned, the vertex at the other endpoint has a chance to burn its own links, and so on recursively.
Apart from above-mentioned methods, there are other simple sampling strategies. In particular, Krishnamurthy et al. [6] explored contraction-based methods and graph traversal based on depth and breadth first search. But none of them performed well over all.
The sampling algorithms enable us to utilize subgraphs with a small-scale of vertices and edges. But, how can we evaluate the performances of these algorithms? In other words, how can we evaluate the similarity between a sampled graph and its original graph? At present, researchers have designed several evaluation measures. One strategy is to compute the similarity of the distributions of the sampled graph and its original graph to indicate their similarity. The following are representatives of existing evaluation techniques:
 The degree distribution: for every degree d , we count the number of vertices with degree d [9] ;  The distribution of sizes of weakly connected components: we count the number of weakly connected components with the same size;  The distribution of the clustering coefficient: let vertex v have k neighbors, then at most *( 1) / 2 kk  edges can exist between them; let v C denote the fraction of these allowable edges that actually exist, the clustering coefficient is then defined as the average v C over all the vertices of degree d [7] ;  Hop-plot: the number () Ph of reachable pairs of nodes at distance h or less, where h is the number of hops [10] ;  The distribution of the first left singular vector of the graph adjacency matrix versus the rank ;  The distribution of singular values of the graph adjacency matrix versus the rank: spectral properties of graphs often follow a heavy-tailed distribution [11] . Among these sampling algorithms and evaluation techniques, one important character of a graph, topological structure, is overlooked. Topological structure is capable of revealing the real topology and social relation of networks. A promising sample of a network should maintain the similar topological structure to its original network. A sampling algorithm should consider the topological structure maintenance between the original network and its sampled one. Our proposed algorithm is just this.
In this paper, we propose a sampling algorithm, which can formulize a sampled network with similar topological structure to its original network. We evaluate our algorithm with respects to some existing evaluation techniques on several well-known data sets. The experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm outperforms other competitive methods.
III. GRAPH SAMPLING BASED ON TEMPERATURE CONDUCTION MODEL
We firstly introduce the terminologies that are frequently used in this paper. Given an initial relational graph ( , ) Our motivation is that, given an initial graph G , we are expected to sample the vertices and edges distributing globally in G in order to maintain the topology of G . That is, here are some vertices embedding in almost every part of G . At the same time, the sampled graph S G also performs well on the existing evaluation techniques mentioned in section II.
A. Temperature Conduction Model
In this section, we will present the Temperature Conduction (TC) sampling model, which is able to assure the similar topology structure between the original graph and its sampled graph.
First, we will introduce two important concepts in our model: "Hot Vertex" and "Temperature Conduction". Given a relational graph G , we pick a vertex v in G , then add v to the sampled graph
Here, we denote this vertex v as a "Hot Vertex". Once a vertex becomes a "Hot Vertex", a process of heat emission will start. The hot vertex will deliver its temperature to the nearby vertices connected directly or indirectly to this hot vertex. The temperature of a vertex around the hot one is measured by the distance from this vertex to the hot vertex and the total counts of paths connecting this vertex with the hot vertex. The shorter distance to the hot vertex, the higher "Temperature" value the vertex has. If there are several hot vertices around a "not-hot" vertex, the temperature value of this vertex is a temperature value summation from all hot vertices. In addition, the temperature value is also affected by the counts of paths to the hot vertex. More paths can conduct more temperature value. In this paper we only consider the paths less than three steps, and we suppose if the distance from a vertex to the hot vertex is larger than three, this vertex will not take the temperature into account. T . The whole graph is then in the state of heat balance, that is, there is no any temperature conduction between vertices. Subsequently, we will heat another vertex, which will become a new "Hot Vertex".
To design the strategy of heating a vertex, we must firstly introduce another important concept: "Conduction Boundary". Conduction Boundary is a set of vertices. The vertices in the conduction boundary set must meet two conditions: first, vertices in the conduction boundary set are not hot; second, vertices in the conduction boundary set have at least one edge to some hot vertices.
The initial conduction boundary set is an empty set. A conduction boundary set maintains above-mentioned properties, when vertices in this set become hot vertices. Once one vertex becomes a hot vertex, we will perform two operations to the conduction boundary set: first, delete the hot vertex from the conduction boundary set; second, add the neighbors to this hot vertex (the neighbor vertices are not in the conduction boundary set, and they are not hot vertex). The heating strategy is to randomly choose a vertex with lower temperature in temperature conduction boundary. Fig. 1 shows an example of the temperature conduction boundary. In Fig. 1 , the starshaped vertices are hot vertices, and the triangle vertices are all in the conduction boundary set, because they all satisfy with the conditions of the conduction boundary set: not being a "Hot Vertex" and having at least one edge connected to some hot vertices.
Our sampling model starts heating vertices in the original graph according to the proposed heating strategy. We then add the hot vertices to the sampled graph repeatedly until the number of vertices in the sampled graph reaches to certain threshold that we set at the beginning of the algorithm. Specifically, our model is described as follows. The initial conduction boundary set is an empty set, and the initial temperature value of every vertex is 0. After setting the size of the sampled graph or the sampling percentage of the original graph, we randomly select a vertex as the starting vertex and heat it to be a hot vertex. Meanwhile, we add this hot vertex to the sampled graph. Then we update temperature values of the vertices around the hot vertex. We add neighbors of the hot vertex to the conduct boundary set. Our vertex heating strategy relies on choosing some vertices in the conduction boundary set to be hot vertices. Subsequently, we randomly select a vertex with the lowest temperature in the conduction boundary set and heat it. We update the temperature values and maintain the conduction boundary set. This is an iterative process until the number of vertices in the sampling graph is up to a user's requirement. After the sampling process of selecting vertices to the sampled graph, we add the induced edges to the sampled graph.
B. Algorithm Details
For clarity, we summarize the entire algorithm as follows. Initially, we must set two parameters: sampling size N (or sampling percentage P ) and random percentage r . Their roles will be described below. Given a sampling size N ，our algorithm starts at choosing a vertex s v randomly, then heat vertices according to the following process: Thus, as is shown in Fig. 2 , the heating process in the Temperature Conduction model begins with choosing a vertex s v randomly, spreads to the vertices in the conduction boundary set, and proceeds recursively until the number of vertices in sampled graph S G is up to our predefined amount. In this process, two important steps are temperature conduction and updating the conduction boundary set. The essential property of this model is that we randomly choose the vertex with low temperature value in the conduction boundary set.
We next explain the reason of this choosing strategy. Higher temperature value of one vertex indicates more hot vertices around the vertex or shorter distance to the hot vertices or even both. Our objective is to sample the vertices and edges distributing globally over G in order to maintain the topology of G . Hence, choosing vertices with low temperature values can make the "heating" process not lie in a local part of graph G but disperse all over graph G . The sampling process can be performed globally. That is, here are some vertices that are embedded in almost every part of G .
C. Extensions
Our basic version of the Temperature Conduction model requires that the original graph is a connected graph. But real-life networks may not be fully connected. By extending this model to real-life networks, we introduce an extension method: we can perform the "heating" process in every connected component. That is, before "heating", we must add an extra step, which is to get the connected components of the original graph. Then we can run our algorithm in every connected component. Fig. 3 shows a graph with four connected components, and we do the "heating" process in four connected components.
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we evaluate our proposed model on several real-life graphs. We have considered five common used data sets collected from the homepage of Newman [15] . As is shown in Fig. 4 and Table I , these data sets are email, power, hep-th, astro-ph and cond-mat. Data sets: hep-th, astro-ph and cond-mat, are not fully connected. So we firstly get their biggest weakly connected component and denote them hep-th_conect, astro-ph_connect and cond-mat_connect, respectively. Table I shows the detailed description of these five data sets and Fig. 4 shows the visualization layouts of five data sets.
In statistics, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) is a non-parametric test for the equality of continuous, onedimensional probability distributions that can be used to compare a sample with a reference probability distribution (one-sample K-S test), or to compare two samples (two-sample K-S test) [14] . The smaller the testing value is, the larger the probability that two samples obey the same distribution is. Thus, we employ K-S test to measure the similarity of two distributions in our paper.
We summarize the results in Table II, Table III, Table  IV and Table V . The results are obtained by averaging the K-S Test over 20 runs on each dataset. These four tables show the experimental results by different sampling percentages (P). In each column, we bold the best test value. In general, we can observe that our algorithm delivers most of the best test values. For data sets "cond-mat_connect" and "astroph_connect", our algorithm produces almost the best test values for all sampling percentages. The sizes of these two data sets are larger than the other three data sets. It implies that our algorithm performs better when the scale of networks increases. For data set "power", our method cannot gain the best performance. Fig. 4 (power) shows the layout of "power". From Fig. 4 (power) , we observe that the distribution of "power" differs from other data sets. The diameter of "power" data set is 46, which is larger than those of others. Also, vertices in "power" are not distributed radially around some centroids, but they are dispersed irregularly. This suggests that our algorithm may not work well for this type of data set. With the sampling percentage increases, the test values of our method in all five datasets tend to decrease, as more samples of original graph can represent the original structure better. From the analysis above, we can conclude our method is better than the others. Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7 , Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the comparative layout results of 7 sampling algorithms on 5 data sets. The results suggest that algorithms base on randomly choosing vertices or edges can produce many isolated vertices in the sampled graphs and fail in maintaining similar topological structure between the original graph and its sampled graph, while algorithms based on the exploration strategy can maintain this similarity better. After comparing these visualization results to the origin graphs, we can see that our algorithm (TC) performs better than the algorithms (RW and RJ) based on exploration. 
V. CONCLUTION
It is important to generate a representative sampled graph, which enables us to accelerate the large-scale graph mining process. Despite many existing evaluations and algorithms with respect to graph sampling, only few studies work on the properties of topological similarity between the original graph and its sampled graph. This is exactly the focus of this work. In this paper, we propose a Temperature Conduction sampling algorithm. We provide extensive analysis and comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods. In particular, we perform a systematic evaluation of sampling algorithms by nontrivial statistical evaluation methods (the KolmogorovSmirnov Test). The comparative results suggest that our algorithm can effectively maintain the topological similarity between the sampled graph and its original graph.
